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corresponded with everything else; as though this increasing density were Paris assembling herself, like scattered clouds driven by the wind into a cyclone, like soldiers marching towards the sound of gun-fire, or like crowds flocking from far and wide, along the roads and across the fields, to a fete. They had the feeling that, thanks to the train, they were being given an advantage in this general thronging together, that they were getting some ranks ahead. But further ahead the crowd must be denser than ever, positively stifling. Everybody you left behind you would press up upon you in his turn and push you towards a centre which must be as frightfully compressed as that of the earth itself.
But those who were returning to Paris, or had had occasion to live there, felt that this agglomeration was rather a superabundant substance overflowing and expanding. They saw the houses and the streets, far from trooping towards a point of assembly, rather trying to escape, looking for outlets, getting away as far as they could in the direction of open country. The sense of shoving came from the direction of Paris, communicated itself outwards through the ring of fortifications, piled up against the resistant suburbs, and seemed to seek to thwart the advance of the train.
For Paris, that city set on its river and its hills, had not had to deal merely with the geography of her site. She had been, ever since her foundation, a place warlike and walled. The idea of defence, which ran absolutely counter to the idea of expansion, had always contributed towards dictating her contour. So long as a fortified zone existed, Paris, as she grew, was driven in upon herself, assumed an abnormal density, stifled her people, compressed all her urban organs to the limit of inconvenience. She had to reabsorb to no profit, or even at the cost of her organism's health, certain skin eruptions induced by an urge towards growth which would normally have enabled her to expand and develop in favourable conditions. So she had to deny herself the call of one springtide after another, choke down the yearnings of her youth over and over again. The fortifications that

